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Central States Anthropological Society. The 59th Annual Meeting in Cleveland, April 7-9, included a session on the history of anthropology, at which papers were given by Robert Bieder (Indiana University) "A Measure of Difference: S. G. Morton and 19th Century Craniology of the American Indian"; Regina Darnell (University of Alberta) "Levels of Structure in the Work of Edward Sapir"; Beth Dillingham and Nancy Gausewitz (University of Cincinnati) "Fison's Influence on Morgan"; Lawrence Kelly (North Texas State) "Structure, Function, and Anarchy in the Early Years of Radcliffe-Brown"; Arnold Pilling (Wayne State) "Benjamin Smith Barton and Anthropological Articles in His Pre-1810 Philadelphia Medical Periodicals"; Justin Stagl (NotreDame) "The Art of Travelling: An Early Method for Ethnographic Research and Documentation"; The Distinguished Lecture was given by George Stocking on the topic "The Genesis of Anthropology: The Discipline's First Paradigm."